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Watching the ‘Seniors Open’ at the Belas
Clube de Campo in south west Portugal
last year brought back many a fond
memory of the times when friends invited
me to watch the occasional professional
golf tournament in the 80’s. Now some
thirty years later those very same players I
had watched all those years ago still had
me in awe and were still entertaining and
enthralling crowds with their inherent
expertise and golfing skills. 

The Belas golf course where this particular
senior event took place is only half an hour’s
drive from Lisbon and one of the many courses
developed by the legendary Andre Jordan
whose renowned golfing philosophy is creating
resorts round golf courses. This is the man who
ostensibly brought golf to the Algarve in the
early 60’s, and who is largely instrumental in
constructing many of its famous courses, and
Belas follows the same traditional philosophy.

The golf course is surrounded by individually
designed villas, most back onto parts of the
course and all within the actual resort which
apart from golf offers a wide arrange of
sporting activities including tennis, cricket and
swimming, and fully equipped health club and
spa. The sprawling modern Club House is
conveniently perched on top a hill and affords
stunning views of the nearby undulating hills,
and also overlooks the practice putting green
and 5 par 18 hole.

To get to Belas each day we drove from the
Tivoli hotel in the town’s centre and although
for obvious reasons we weren’t able to play the
actual course, we at least could walk round the
course admiring its many intricately designed
greens and fairways. Occasionally we hitched a
ride on a passing buggy to catch play on other
remoter parts of the course. 

Many players describe the course as
challenging if not tricky in parts but then it
was designed with champions in mind.
Fairways have been elaborately designed and
bunkers strategically placed, some
surrounded by small prickly bushes and
others by tall swaying pine trees. Despite the
obvious lack of rain in this region, greens
were soft, velvety to touch and surprisingly
fast. Parts of the course are surprisingly hilly
but that’s obviously where a buggy comes in
useful especially when negotiating some of
the steep inclines.

Looking down the list of names on the first day’s
draw sheet I recognised several including that of
Carl Mason. I remember watching him play in
the 80’s when he often struggled to make the
cut. How things have changed for the 68 year
old since he joined the Legend’s Tour eighteen
years ago. Ironically Mason has already equalled
Tommy Horton’s record of 23 titles and is now
the first ‘senior’ to break through to the £2
million prize money barrier. And this he achieved
all this after his fiftieth birthday.

As he explained to me, “I’ve had more
success and earned more money on the
seniors tour than I did when I played the pro
tour. You could say it’s because I have no real
pressure on me now as I did before. I don’t
have to prove myself, just enjoy my game
which is exactly what I am doing. In fact I’m
at an age when I should be seriously
considering retiring but I’ll probably give it
another couple of years before coming to that

decision. The truth of the matter I’ll continue
as long as I enjoy playing, it’s only the
travelling that gets a bit tedious at times”.

Of the many international players down to play
two top British players, Sam Torrence and
Sandy Lyle failed to turn up and were sadly
missed but fortunately other colourful players,
Constantino Rocco, Tony Johnson and Ian
Woosnam were easily able to fill the gap.

Two of the three day tournament (there are
no cuts in Senior events), we spent walking
this delightful course in warm pleasant
sunshine watching players battle it out, some
playing superb shots and other putting
impossible putts but my best memory was
having a putting lesson with Tony Johnson
after his final round.

Not far from the Belas golf club is the
quintessential Lisbon Sports Club which was
founded by a group of British residents back in
the 1880 with the principle purpose of
introducing cricket, football and tennis but it
wasn’t until 1920 that a nine hole golf course
was introduced and later made into an 18 hole
course. The club subsequently became the hub
of sporting activities for the local British
community and why a portrait of the Queen still
hangs proudly on one of restaurant walls. This
is where we managed to fit in 9 holes on our
last day before flying back to London.

Time permitting I always try to include a local
culture trip with my golf trips and this time it

was one of Portugal’s oldest and most
famous medieval town of Sintra. Many of its
narrow winding streets are bordered by
quaint white washed houses and the town’s
centre is full of delightful, old fashioned
shops, some selling wines and ports, others
local crafts. 

The towering gothic cathedral dominates the
huge square in front and can be seen from
most parts of the town. From here we also
managed to fit in a quick visit to the famous
Monserrate Palace and gardens which
intriguingly is still run by an English curator.

One thing is certain, I will definitely be
coming back to play golf on the Belas de
Campo course which I missed out on this
time, and happily tread the same fairways
where the ‘seniors’ had walked before me.

April Tod
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